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Abstract
We study stability properties of a finite set R of n  n-matrices such as paracontractivity,
BV- and left convergent products (LCPs)-stability, and their relations to each other. The con-
jecture on equivalence of paracontractivity and LCP-stability is proved. Moreover, we prove
the equivalence of the uniform BV-stability and the property of vanishing length of steps of
any trajectory of R. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The interest in discrete linear inclusions (DLI) and their stability [1,3,6,9,10] is
caused by their natural occurrence in constructing self-similar objects, interpola-
tion schemes, in constructing wavelets of compact support, in studying nonhomog-
eneous Markov chains, etc. One of the authors became particulary interested in this
subject during his work concerned with hysteresis nonlinearities and, in particular,
Skorokhod problems and sweeping processes [11,13–15].
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Briefly, a polyhedral sweeping process is given by a time-dependent polyhedral
set
Z.t/ D fx 2 Rn V hx; pii > ci.t/; 1 6 i 6 kg; 0 6 t 6 T ; (1)
and an associated set of projection directions di such that hdi; pii > 0. Here pi 2 Rn,
kpik D 1, and ci.t/ are absolutely continuous scalar functions such that Z.t/ =D ; for
each t 2 T0; T U.
For each initial value x0 2 Z.0/, by a solution of (1) we understand an absolute-
ly continuous function x.t/ V T0; T U ! Rn such that x.0/ D x0, x.t/ 2 Z.t/ for all
0 6 t 6 T , and
Px.t/ 2
8<
:
X
i2I .x;t/
idi V i > 0
9=
; a:e: on T0; T U;
where
I .x; t/ D fi V hpi; xi D ci.t/g:
As is known [4,5,12], sufficient conditions for different types of regularity of
sweeping processes (unique solvability, continuity, Lipschitz continuity) can be for-
mulated in terms of different kinds of stability of so called associated projection
systems (APS), that is, of systems of projections Pi onto hyperplanes Li D fx 2
Rn V hx; pii D 0g along directions di . In particular, notions of product boundedness
and of finite length of any trajectory of the APS are used. The latter property en-
sures convergence of a class of discrete-time approximation methods to continuous
solutions of the sweeping process.
Another stability property which is widely used in applications is that of left con-
vergent products (LCP); it is known to be equivalent to convergence of each infinite
trajectory xjC1 D Pij xj to some x 2 Rn as j ! 1. We will also consider a weaker
property of limj!1 kxjC1 − xjk D 0 (vanishing steps (VS) property).
It seems to be more convenient to study the relations between different kinds of
stability for sets of general nn-matrices, and we do it in this paper. A matrix A is
said to be paracontracting (PC) with respect to a given norm k  k (see, for instance,
[8]) if
kAxk < kxk; whenever Ax =D x: (2)
A set R D fAi V i 2 J g of matrices is called paracontracing if all Ai are PC with
respect to the same norm. Finite PC sets are important, for instance, in studying con-
vergence of iterative algorithms. A stronger property of ‘-paracontractivity requires
a positive rate of decrease of the norm in (2).
In [2], it was conjectured that the LCP property of a finite set R of nn-matrices
is equivalent to the paracontractivity of this set with respect to some norm. We prove
that this conjecture is true. Moreover, we demonstrate the equivalence of these two
properties to the VS property and to the property of finite length of any trajectory
xjC1 D Aij xj of R. The main idea of the proof is induction on the cardinality k of
the set R.
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2. Discrete linear inclusions
Let R be a finite set of real nn-matrices Ai , i D 1; : : : ; k. Following [9], by the
discrete linear inclusion DLI(R) we will understand the set of all infinite sequences
fxj g, j > 0, of vectors in Rn such that
xjC1 D Aij xj (3)
for some Aij 2 R. These sequences and their finite initial pieces fxj g, 0 6 j 6 m,
will be called trajectories of R.
We also introduce (right-infinite) matrix trajectories of R. These are sequences
fM0;M1; : : :g such that M0 2 R and
MjC1 D Aij Mj ; 1 6 ij 6 k; j D 0; 1; : : : (4)
A set of matrices R D fA1; : : : ; Akg is product bounded if there exists a C > 0 such
that kAi1   Aimk < C for all finite sequences f1 6 ij 6 kg, j D 1; : : : ;m. The fol-
lowing assertion is an easy consequence of well-known results in the theory of DLIs
(see, for instance [1]).
Proposition 2.1. A finite matrix set R is product bounded iff all its trajectories are
bounded.
A set R is LCP if any matrix trajectory of R has a limit. This is equivalent to the
convergence of any trajectory of R (not necessarily to the origin), see [3].
Definition 2.2. A set R is called BV-stable if all its trajectories
x D fx0; x1; : : :g
have bounded variation, that is,
V .x/ VD
1X
iD0
kxiC1 − xik < 1: (5)
Proposition 2.3. A set R is BV-stable iff any matrix trajectory
M D fM0;M1; : : :g
of R has bounded variation, that is, iff
1X
jD0
kMjC1 − Mjk < 1; (6)
where k  k is some matrix norm (they are all equivalent).
Proof. Obviously, (6) implies (5). Now, if the variation of the sequence Mj of ma-
trices is infinite, then the sum of variations of vector sequences fM0ei;M1ei; : : :g
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over i D 1; : : : ; n (here ei are the coordinate vectors) is also infinite and, hence, at
least one of these sequences has infinite variation which is a contradiction with the
BV-stability of the set R. 
We also introduce the formally stronger concept of (uniform) UBV-stability. It
will turn out to be the same as BV-stability, but this is not obvious.
Definition 2.4. A set R is called UBV-stable if it is BV-stable and there exists L > 0,
such that for all trajectories x D fx0; x1; : : :g
V .x/ 6 Lkx0k (7)
holds.
Now we introduce a new property which is not stronger than LCP but will be
proved to be stronger than product boundedness.
Definition 2.5. The set R is called vanishing steps (VS) if, for each of its trajectories
fx0; : : :g,
lim
j!1 kxjC1 − xjk D 0:
For completeness, let us also introduce a property that is stronger than LCP and
will be proved to be stronger than BV-stability.
Definition 2.6. The set R is asymptotically stable (AS) if all its trajectories converge
to the origin.
As is easy to see, the notions of PB, VS, LCP, BV, UBV and AS do not depend on
the particular norm in Rn and Rn;n. We will now give two definitions that do depend
on the norm used.
Definition 2.7. A matrix P is said to be PC with respect to the norm k  k in Rn if,
for all x 2 Rn,
Px =D x , kPxk < kxk:
It is ‘-paracontracting (‘PC) with respect to k  k if there exists γ > 0 such that
kPxk 6 kxk − γ kPx − xk
holds for all x 2 Rn.
A set of matrices is called paracontracting or ‘-paracontracting with respect to k  k
if all its matrices possess the respective property; and it is called just paracontract-
ing or ‘-paracontracting if there exists a norm in Rn such that the set possesses the
respective property for this norm. We use the abbreviations PC and ‘PC, respectively.
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3. Known relations between stability notions
As is known [1], a finite set R is AS iff .R/ < 1, where .R/ is the generalized
spectral radius of R, see [1,3,6] for definitions and results concerning spectral radii
of sets of matrices.
Moreover it follows from results in [1], that R is AS iff there exists a norm k  k
in Rn such that
max
iD1;:::;k
kAik < 1;
where kAk D supfxVkxkD1g kAxk. This immediately implies the BV- and UBV-stabil-
ity of R.
In turn, the BV-stability of R implies its LCP property because any sequence
of bounded variation converges. Further, any convergent sequence has VSs which
proves the implication LCP)VS.
Proposition 3.1. For a finite set R of nn-matrices, the properties UBV and ‘PC
are equivalent.
Proof. Let us demonstrate that the set R is UBV-stable iff there exists a seminorm
k  kR in Rn that decreases at least at rate 1 along any trajectory of the set R, that is,
kAixkR 6 kxkR − kAix − xk:
Indeed, this seminorm can be chosen as
kxkR D sup
xDx0;x1;:::
X
iD0;1;:::
kxiC1 − xik < 1; (8)
where the supremum is taken over all trajectories of R starting from x.
Since the rate of decrease of this seminorm is at least 1 along any trajectory, the
rate of decrease of the norm
kxkb D kxk=2 C kxkR
is at least 1=2. Thus a stronger criterion of UBV-stability can be formulated: A set
is UBV-stable iff there exists a norm decreasing at a qualified positive rate along all
trajectories of the set. This, however, coincides with the definition of ‘-paracontrac-
tivity (‘PC) with respect to the norm kxkb. 
The following result was proved in [8].
Theorem 3.2. If R is a PC set, then it is also an LCP set.
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4. Auxiliary results
It was conjectured in [2] that the LCP property of a finite set R implies its PC.
This conjecture was proved for R D fA1; A2g and for the case of R with continuous
limit function, see [2]. We are going to prove it in the general case. First, we will
need several auxiliary results. The first one is as follows.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose a finite set R D fAi; i D 1; : : : ;mg of matrices is a VS
set. Denote by E the stationary space of R:
E D E.R/ D fx 2 Rn V Aix D x; i D 1; : : : ; kg: (9)
Suppose also that all matrices Ai are reduced by similarity to the form
A0i D

I Bi
0 Ci

; i D 1; : : : ; k;
where I is the identity mm-matrix corresponding to the subspace E. Then there
exist positive constants γi > 0, i D 1; 2, such that, for any x D .p; q/ 2 RmRn−m
and any i D 1; : : : ; k, the inequalities
γ1kCiq − qk 6 kA0ix − xk 6 γ2kCiq − qk (10)
hold.
Proof. It suffices to consider the Euclidean vector norm. First, note that
A0ix − x D

Biq
Ciq − q

; i D 1; : : : ; kI
thus, the left inequality in (10) with γ1 D 1 is obvious.
If there exists a q 2 Rn−m and i 2 f1 : : : ; kg such that Ciq D q and Biq =D 0, then
the sequence xj D .jBiq; q/, j D 0; 1; : : : ; is a trajectory of R which contradicts its
VS property. Thus Ciq D q implies Biq D 0 for all i and it follows from simple facts
of linear algebra that Bi D Di.Ci − I/ for some suitable matrix Di and hence
kBiqk 6 LkCiq − qk
for some L > 0, all i D 1; : : : ; k, and all q 2 Rn−m. The right-hand inequality with
γ2 D
p
.1 C L2/ follows immediately. 
Now, together with the VS set R D fA1; : : : ; Akg, let us consider the set R0 D
fC1; : : : ; Ckg. It follows from Proposition 4.1 that R0 is also VS and moreover, we
have the following.
Proposition 4.2. If R is VS; then R0 is VS and the properties of BV and UBV of the
set R are equivalent to the same properties of R0.
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Remark. It is easy to see from the proof of Proposition 4.1 that it suffices to require
instead of VS only that the powers of each of the matrices in R are convergent, or in
other words require VS only for all subsets of R consisting of one element.
Theorem 4.3. If R D fA1; : : : ; Akg is a UBV-stable set; then there exists an " > 0
such that, for any finite trajectory fx0; : : : ; xmg of R, the inequality
max
iD0;:::;m−1
kxiC1 − xik > "
X
iD0;:::;m−1
kxiC1 − xik (11)
holds.
Proof. Since BV implies VS, by virtue of Proposition 4.2 we can assume E.R/ D
f0g. Let us use induction on the number k of matrices. For a single matrix A with-
out nontrivial invariant vectors, the BV-stability is equivalent to .A/ < 1 and the
required property is obvious.
Next, suppose that the assertion of the theorem holds for all sets of k − 1 or fewer
matrices. Note that (11) is equivalent to the following. There exists a C > 0 such
that the variation of any trajectory of R with length of steps equal to or less than 1
is less than C. Suppose the contrary, that is, suppose that there exists a sequence of
finite trajectories fxji g, j D 1; 2; : : : ; 0 6 i 6 j , such that kxjiC1 − xji k 6 1 for each
admissible i and j butX
iD0;:::;j−1
kxjiC1 − xji k ! 1 as j ! 1:
The UBV-stability of R implies limj!1 kxj0 k D 1. Let us show that there exists
an M > 0 such that any piece of any trajectory of variation V > M uses all the
matrices Ai , i D 1; : : : ; k. Indeed, this follows from the induction hypothesis.
For each trajectory fxj g, let us consider its minimal initial segment of variation
V > M . Obviously V 6 M C 1. Since kxj0 k ! 1 as j ! 1 and all matrices Ai
participate in each initial segment, we conclude that any limit vector h of the se-
quence
hj D x
j
0
kxj0 k
; j D 1; 2; : : : ;
is an invariant vector for all Ai and that khk D 1. This is a contradiction to E.R/ D
f0g. 
We will also need the following assertion from [7].
Theorem 4.4. SupposeR is an LCP set and that its stationary space satisfies E.R/D
f0g. Then there exists a norm in Rn and 0 < q < 1 such that
kAik 6 1; i D 1; : : : ; k;
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whereas
kAj1    Ajmk 6 q
for all finite products containing each Ai 2 R at least once.
5. Equivalence theorem
Now, let us formulate and prove the main theorem of this paper.
Theorem 5.1. The following three properties of a set R D fA1; : : : ; Akg are equiv-
alent:
(1) the set R is UBV;
(2) the set R is LCP;
(3) the set R is VS.
Proof. The only assertion that needs proof is that (3) implies (1); the implications
(1) ) (2) and (2) ) (3) are obvious. Again, we will use induction on the num-
ber k of matrices in R. For a single matrix, this follows from an obvious implica-
tion ..A/ < 1/ ) UBV. Indeed, if .A/ > 1 and there are no nontrivial invariant
vectors, then there exists either a diverging trajectory or a quasiperiodic trajectory
x;Ax;A2x; : : : ; and in both cases the lengths of steps do not vanish.
Let us now suppose that the statement is true for all sets of k − 1 or fewer matri-
ces. If all trajectories of R have VSs, then so do all trajectories of each proper subset
ofR and, hence, by the induction assumption, each proper subset ofR is UBV-stable.
Again, we will only consider the case E.R/ D f0g because of Proposition 4.2.
This implies the existence of a  > 0 such that, for any kxk > 1 and some i D
1; : : : ; k depending on x only, the inequality
kAiy − yk >  (12)
holds for any y such that ky − xk < . Suppose there exists a trajectory X D fxig of
R of infinite variation.
By assumption, limi!1 kxiC1 − xik D 0. This implies the convergence of X to
zero because of Theorem 4.3. Indeed, suppose X does not converge to zero. Let
us consider the set F of all finite segments of X generated by proper subsets of R.
Theorem 4.3 ensures the existence of a universal constant L > 0 such thatX
iDi0;:::;i1−1
kxiC1 − xik 6 L max
iDi0;:::;i1−1
kxiC1 − xik
for each segment Xi0;i1 D fxi0; : : : ; xi1g 2 F . Since R is VS, the variations of these
segments vanish as i0 ! 1. The variation of the whole sequence X is infinite,
and thus, for each index i0, there exists a maximal segment Xi0;i1 in F such that
Xi0;i1C1 62 F . Since R is VS, the variations of extended segments Xi0;i1C1 also
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vanish as i0 ! 1, and so do their diameters. It remains to notice that, if we choose a
sequence of initial indices ij0 ! 1 as j ! 1 such that kxij0 k 6! 0 as j ! 1, be-
cause of (12), for some  > 0 there exist arbitrarily large indices i such that kxiC1 −
xik > , which is a contradiction with the VS property of R.
Thus, all trajectories of R converge (because trajectories of bounded variation
converge). Thus, we have proved that R is an LCP set, and Theorem 4.4 can be now
used.
Let us consider a finite trajectory fx0; : : : ; xmg of R, where at least one matrix
Ai does not participate. Its total variation is bounded from above by Lkx0k, where
L > 0 is a universal constant for all i. On the other hand, any finite trajectory gener-
ated by all matrices Ai satisfies the inequality kxmk 6 qkx0k. Thus, for any infinite
trajectory fx0; : : :g of R, its minimal initial segment fx0; : : : ; xmg for which all the
matrices Ai are used satisfies the inequalityX
iD0;:::;m−1
kxiC1 − xik 6 .L C C/kx0k;
where C D maxi kAi − Ik.
The second segment fxm; : : : ; xsg satisfies the inequalityX
iDm;:::;s−1
kxiC1 − xik 6 .L C C/kxmk 6 q.L C C/kx0k;
and so on. Since q < 1, we have V .x/ 6 .1 − q/−1.L C C/kx0k. This shows the
UBV-stability of R. 
Finally, let us formulate the most general equivalence theorem which is an obvi-
ous consequence of Theorem 5.1 and results collected in Section 3.
Theorem 5.2. For any finite set R of nn-matrices, the properties UBV, BV, LCP,
PC, ‘PC, and VS are equivalent.
Note that Theorem 5.2 is wrong for general bounded sets of matrices. Indeed, one
can show that the set of all orthogonal projections in R2 is VS and PC but neither
LCP nor BV. The set of orthogonal projections in R2 onto lines fy D kxg for all
k D 1; 2; : : : and onto the line x D 0 turns out to be LCP and PC but not BV.
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